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AACER is a leader in court data and associated process automation, serving
loan originators, loan servicers, collection agencies, investors and lawyers.
AACER’s data automation, portfolio management tools and managed services
drive operations cost and risk reduction, revenue recapture, and investment
insights.
AACER empowers our clients to supplement or reinvent their critical processes to reduce cost and risk, and make
more money.

Advanced bankruptcy case
search with ease

Stay informed with AACER notification
services

All courts, all documents, all the time
Our easy-to-use interface with advanced filtering allows
our users to search across and within bankruptcy cases
and claims registers to deliver the data you need.

Industry leading notification services
AACER is used daily, in all sectors of the industry,
to identify new bankruptcy filings across the U.S.
bankruptcy court system. Our services include full
social security and partial social security, multivariable identification, and consumer and commercial
debtor identification. AACER delivers the highest
precision available, including confidence scoring, case
coversheet data parsing, links for easy docket access
and file formatting for easy consumption of data into
users’ internal systems.

Easy, automated, advanced bankruptcy case search
The days of manual, inconvenient CM/ECF based
searching are over. AACER delivers automated
bankruptcy case search across all active electronic
court records for specific events. You can filter results by
numerous criteria with one click. It’s never been easier
to receive bankruptcy case search updates.
Substantially reduced search costs
The more our users search and retrieve documents
from courts, the less expensive it is for other users.
This crowd-sourced cost reduction is meaningful in
reducing your costs.
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Additionally, AACER notification includes SCRA/DOD
automated search and return of receipt of service or
proof of search, as well as reporting of case discharges,
dismissals, closing, or case conversions with associated
transaction dates.
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Stay on top of bankruptcy matters with
case monitoring
Efficient case monitoring to manage bankruptcy
matters nationwide
Whether monitoring 100 cases or 100,000 cases,
AACER automatically delivers critical information
enabling you and your staff to efficiently and effectively
manage case work, and investment and credit
portfolios. AACER monitoring highlights and tracks
critical case activity, safeguarding completion and
compliance in every matter.
Customize your preferences
Monitoring results can be delivered on your schedule,
in multiple formats directly into your system to
automatically trigger additional activities.
Audit and compliance
With AACER, you get tailored reporting for internal
compliance requirements, external audit or to satisfy
investor demands. This solution reduces time and cost
for both financial institutions and their counsel.
Automated reporting
We deliver only critical docket and claims information
into workflow queues you customize to best suit your
processing needs, immediately streamlining your
internal workflow. With AACER disposition monitoring,
you’ll receive a daily report of disposition changes,
giving you a clear picture of relevant electronic court
records including dismissals, closings, discharges, and
conversions recorded for all your cases during the
previous business day. This dramatically compresses
your timelines, increases your ability to react, and is a
vital component for credit reporting.

Data extraction and reporting, simplified
AACER provides all manner of data extraction from
within documents, including the gamut of key
bankruptcy court filings, and related reporting. We
pair our leading, proprietary document extraction and
optical character recognition (OCR) technology with
our expert managed services team to ensure you get
the key data you need whether it’s 1,000 or 1,000,000
data points. This includes to automate your loan
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servicing operations, loan audit activities, document
production for mailings, investment decision making or
for whatever your use case.

Leading bankruptcy loan audit services
Our leading loan audit services blend experienced,
expert bankruptcy analysts with proven, proprietary
data and process automation to reduce costs, cut risk,
and increase turnaround time.
Clients use AACER for loan onboarding and ongoing
maintenance audits, servicing transfers, regulatory
remediation, payment history reconciliations (including
prior servicer history), point-in-time data analysis for
various stages of bankruptcy, investment due diligence,
and more.

End-to-end document production, filing
automation, and mailing
Together our leading, proprietary document creation
automation platform and globally-reaching mail
fulfillment services create a complete end-to-end
solution.

Fully automate your work with our APIs
With AACER APIs, you can search, monitor, obtain
case details, and more for all of your portfolios or
cases without human intervention. This minimizes
human errors, manual steps, and risks that accompany
origination, servicing, investing and other activities.

